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Abstract
This thesis presents the analysis and results based on marketing research of the package that helps
position the brand and close the sale in the store.
The purpose of the marketing research is to identify the package recognition as one of the
marketing tactics
"package1
sells the product". In addition, supports the company's business
objectives of the secondary package production for the chocolate brand
"Kremenci"
as a
prototype for the most popular and the best-selling chocolate brand name
"Dorina"
to increase
profitability and reduce the cost of shelf space.
The methodologies that will help us accomplish the above goals are: personal interviewing and
silent observation.
The findings bring us package cost savings, material savings and the new way ofdomestic
product positioning, which is slowly emerging in this market.
The secondary package material has been reduced by 29,03% of the old materials per kg, which
equals to 10,22t of annual savings.
Annual pallet reduction is 39,34%.
There is a great improvement in acceptance of "the package sells the product"as an idea in this
part of the world, it is important to point out that there are still many things to work on. Such as:
following the trend ofnew packages and being up-to-date on the supermarkets and outlets
policies guidelines.
Note: It's important to say that this type ofpackage is the first domestic secondary package for this type ofproduct on the
market.
In 1992 the chocolate brand name Kremenci was introduced to the market. It came out as an
option for the low-income consumers. Well-designed product, low cost ingredients, attractive
primary package (the Flintstones movie characters) and appropriate price. Low cost of
production satisfied two important goals: satisfied customers and making the profit.
The annual production is 105t. The profit made is 1 KN per kg, an annual profit of 105 000
KN.
The chocolates were packed manually in triple wall corrugated boxes.
However, with implementation of the new production line, the company started to look for
other material and design solutions.
InMarch 2000 the material used for packaging become single wall corrugated boxes and the
chocolates were packed automatically into the boxes by production line.
The primary package material is aluminum foil coated with paper 90g/m2. The quality is:
T-PAK E flute Corrugated 380 E (T-l 81).
The weight of the chocolate is 80g. There are 26 units per package.
Methods used are: Euro pallet and stretch wrapping method.
The following parameters are put on the package:
-DECLARATION
The brand name: KREMENCI
Product type: CREAM CHOLOCATE WITH RICE
The name and the address of the manufacturer: KRAS
The name and the address of the importer
Declaration in several languages: English, Slovenian, Croatian, German
Netweight (26 units, 80g equals 2,080g)
Warehouse conditions: KEEP COOL AND DRY
Expiry date: MM YYYY
-DIN and ISO standards for:
Humidity
Package positioning (orientation)
Sun protection
Fragility
Recycling (RESY)
-The Euro palletized loads scheme
-EAN Code
-Instructions for easy package opening.
Designed by PIKTOGRAM Company. Three colors: orange, black and green and water
resistant sprays are used.
Figure 2: The package parameters at the package bottom
Figure 3: Instructions for opening as graphic instructions
Dorina Introduction
The chocolate brand name Dorina is the top selling product in the company ( cca 50% of the
total sales ) and a well-known brand in Croatia and all other neighboring countries.
Figure 4: The products sales results
All Kras'cocoa chocolate products are unified under one brand name: "Dorina". They all have
in common: the logo, horizontal beige line and some squares drawn on. The name is known
in Croatian history, 300 years ago as Dora, a beautiful girl and great person who was loved by
people in Zagreb. The name is also known in Greek history as Dorotea, which means: gift
from the Good".
Based on market research 88% of the people in Croatia know about this product. The largest
consumers are between 18 and 34 years old.
: Information is confidential.
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A Decision-Making Perspective on Marketing Research
The purpose ofmarketing research is to improve the marketing decision by providing
relevant, timely and accurate information.
The Research Process
The research process provides a systematic, planned approach to the research project and
ensures that all the aspects of the research project are consistent with each other. The research
design and implementation have to be consistentwith the research purpose and objectives.
1 . Agree on research purpose
Problems
Decision alternatives
Research users
2. Establish research objectives
Research questions
Hypotheses
Boundaries of study
A
3. Estimate value of information
<.,>
4. Design the research
Choose among alternative
research approaches
Design the questionnaire
Specify the sampling plan
Design the experiment
<>
5. Implement chosen approach
Data collection
Analysis
Recommendation
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1. The Research Purpose
The research purpose comprises a shared understanding between the manager and the
researcher.
After several meetings with the brand manager, Gordana Vesel, we agreed on the issues that
will be studied in this research.
Issues that will be studied:
o Brand positioning - acceptance
o Acceptance of the newmarketing tool: Package sells the product
o The scope of the problem: Miscommunication between producers and
merchandisers
Research users
o Supervisors in the supermarket and outletmalls
Reason for not expanding it to general public lies in the fact that the
product is not known to the general public, because it is fairly new and
has not been advertised at all
2. The Research Objectives
The research objective is a statement, in as precise terminology as possible, ofwhat
information is needed. Research objectives have three components. The first is the research
question. It specifies the information needed by the decisionmaker. The second and the third
elements help the researchermake the research question as specific and precise as possible.
Research Question
How do you find the package more convenient?
Why do you find it inconvenient?
Why do you like the package shape?
Ifyou don't like the package shape specify why not?
Give me some good package samples!
Etc. see page 14
Objectives are:
Identify brand recognition by new package design
Adjust company decision to start working on the other brand's package designs as a
marketing tool
12
Hypothesis Development
A hypothesis is a possible answer to the research question. The challenge for the researcher is
to devise a research approach that will gather information that can test each of these
hypotheses.
In this case the hypotheses are:
Question: Do you find itmore convenient to position chocolate with or without the package?
Hypothesis: I find it more convenient with the package.
In such cases the hypothesis will not add any value to the research and should simply be
omitted.
The questions will be more valuable if these are additional questions that go deeper into the
essence of the problem such as: How do you find the package positioning more convenient?
Research Boundaries
A final question of research scope regards the desired precision or accuracy of the results.
Since major distribution is to supermarkets and outlets, this is where the research place will
take place. Presently, there are two outlets and three big supermarkets in the Zagreb area.
The results from major distribution will be more relevant because they create the policies and
behavior.
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3. Estimating the Value of Information
Before the research approach can be selected, it is necessary to have an estimate of the value
of the information, that is, the value ofobtaining answers to the research questions.
The value will depend on the importance of the decision as noted in the research purpose, the
uncertainty that surrounds it, and the influence of the research information on the decision.
In this case the research information is very significant because it affects decision on
continuing the production of the secondary package as amarketing tool in Kras Company.
Also, it adjusts the spending plan for new design and production, which is very significant to
the company (1 mil.Kn).
With this approved information the company will be able to advance their production, which
will bring significant revenue as the result mostly in package layout ( there are more products
put on the shelf- less shelf cost ) and material cost.
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4. Design the research
METHODOLOGY
Personal interviewing and silent observation
Methods of Data Collection
The choice of a data collection method is a critical point in the research process. The decision
is seldom easy, as there are many factors to be considered and many variations of the three
basic survey methods: personal interviewing, telephone interviewing and mail survey.
Since the number of the persons interviewed is small but significant (5) and the company is
looking for very specific answers to very complex questions, the best research method to be
used is the personal interviewing.
What are the advantages?
An interviewer, face to face with a respondent, can do a great deal to arouse initial interest and
thereby increase the rate ofparticipation and establish continuing rapport. Also it is easy to
ask complex questions and enhance theirmeaning with pictorial andmechanical aids, clarify
misunderstandings, and probe for more complete answers.
The personal interview can absorb a large amount of information and very complex answers.
Also the personal interview questionnaire has a high degree of flexibility.
The other part of the methodology that is deployed is the silent observation. The silent
observation will give us information on how the packages are put on the shelf. Is the package
placed on the shelf or are the chocolates are taken out and put on the shelfwithout the
package?
How Research Supports Marketing Decision?
Marketing decisions involve issues that range from fundamental shifts in the positioning of a
business or the decision to enter a newmarket to narrow tactical questions ofhow to best
stock a grocery shelf. During each stage, marketing research makes a major contribution to
clarifying and resolving issues and choosing decision alternatives.
15
The Questionnaire Design
Table 1: The questionnaire design
1 . How do you find the package more convenient?
2. Why do you find the package inconvenient?
3. Why do you like the package shape?
4. Ifyou don't like the package shape specify why?
5. Give me some good package examples?
6. Compare the package with the brand name Milka?
7. Do you find the package easy to open?
8. Why do you find it easy to open?
9. Do you need to read instructions to open the package?
10. Why do you read the instructions?
1 1 . Do you find instructions easy to understand?
12. Is the package material adequate? (mechanical damages protection,
moisture penetration)
13. What are the reasons for positioning chocolates without their package?
14. What do you think about other brands and their packaging?
15. Do you refill the package with some other products?
16. Is the package suitable, appropriate for the shelf?
17. Is the package position in a visible area for consumers?
18. Do you find selling the products in the packages more profitable because
this attracts the consumers more?
19. What are the differences in product positioning within the package or
standing alone?
20. Have you been trained or told how to position the package?
16
Data Collection on the personal interviewing see Appendix 1
Data Collection on the silent observation
(5 times per store)
BillaWest:
All units are taken out
There is no package at all
Chocolate brand nameMilka is positioned within the package
Billa East:
All units are taken out
There is no package at all
Chocolate brand name Milka is positioned within the package
GetroWest:
Some units are taken out
Some are left in the package at the very back (fairly visible)
Brand name Milka is positioned within the package
Getro East:
Some units are taken out
Some are left in the package at the very back (hardly visible)
Brand name Milka is positioned within the package
Mercatone:
All units are taken out
There is no package at all
There is no product positioned within the package
17
Data Analysis
Data analysis is useful for several reasons. It can lead the researcher to information and
insights that otherwise would not be available. Also, it can help avoid erroneous judgments
and conclusions. In addition it can provide a background to help interpret and understand
analysis conducted by others. Finally, knowledge of the power of data analysis techniques can
constructively influence the researcher objectives and the researcher design.
Tabulating each question
Usually the first step in data is to analyze each question or measure by itself. There is a
variety ofways in which responses to a question can be presented. The most common are
frequency distribution and an average (or percentage).
Frequency Distribution
A frequency distribution simply reports the number of responses that each question received.
This is approved in the table right below.
18
Table 2: The questionnaire results
1. How do you find the package more convenient?
All agrees on the new package convenience. Everybody pointed out to two very important
things: 1. Weight - very LIGHT and 2. Easy to handle.
2. Why do you find it inconvenient?
3 out of4 answeredN/A
1 out of4 answered:"We needed to figure out how to open the package
3. Why do you like the package shape?
4 out of4 agreed on the good package shape because it is easy to handle, there are no
sharp edges, it's not big and the package is very soft.
4. Ifyou don't like the package shape specify why?
100% satisfaction. 4 out of 4 answered N/A.
5. Give me some good package samples?
3 out of4 mentioned Milka chocolate brand name, one mentioned lollipops, and one
mentioned Vanilla sugar and one mentionedMars bar
6. Compare the package with the brand nameMilka?
3 out of 4 mentioned that the package is lighter and 4 out of 4 mentioned that the package
is more colorful. 2 out of4 mentioned the opening system similarity.
7. Do you find package easy to open?
3 out of4 answered yes and 1 out of 4 said that he uses knife all the time.
8. Why do you find it easy to open?
2 out of4 said that perforation is well done, 2 out of4 said that instructions are easy to
read and 1 said that he doesn't read the instructions.
9. Do you need to read instructions to open the package?
3 out of 4 first time read the instruction, 1 said that he doesn't read instructions
10. Why do you read the instruction?
3 out of 4 read it because it's a new system. 1 said that he doesn't read it.
11. Do you find instruction easy to understand?
4 out of4 said yes.
12. Is the package material adequate? (mechanical damages protection, moisture
penetration)
4 out of4 agreed about no broken packages because the stretch foil protects the packages.
13.What are the reasons to positioning chocolates without their package?
2 out of4 mentioned company policy and I would highlight this point. This element is
important and the manufacturer didn't do any research regarding this issue. That's the
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reason why there is no chocolate brand name Kremenci displayed in the package. The
units are taken out and placed on the shelf.
2 out of 4 mentioned that the colorful wrapping paper sells the products too.
14.What do you thing about all other brands and their packaging?
4 out of 4 agreed that the other packages are fine
15. Do you refill the packagewith some other products?
1 out of4 said sometimes, 3 out of 4 said no.
16. Is the package suitable, appropriate for the shelf?
3 out of4 said that it's not permitted by company policy, but one person mentioned that
they leave the products and packages at the back of the shelf.
17. Is the package position in the visible area for the customers?
4 out of4 agreed ifyou put the package in the aisle nobody could miss it.
18. Do you find that selling the products in the packages is more profitable because
this attracts the customers more?
3 out of4 agree about fact that package sells the product too, 1 out of4 said that there
haven't been done any analysis yet, but if the suppliers insist on positioning products in
aisles then they leave the products in the packages.
19. What are the differences in product positioningwithin the package or standing
alone?
4 out of4 mentioned saving time in product positioning
20. Have you been trained or told how to position the package?
4 out 4 said that no supplier came to teach them anything about package positioning.
20
Conclusion
With this market research the company business objectives of the secondary package
production for the chocolate brand name "Kremenci" as a prototype for the most popular and
the best-selling chocolate brand name "Dorina" to increase profitability and to reduce the cost
of shelf space, have been partially confirmed.
The material cost analysis brings us the following improved data: the secondary
package material has been reduced by 29,03% of the old materials per kg, which
equals to 10,22t of annual savings. Annual pallet reduction is 39,34%.
There are still some obstacles in displaying the products on the shelfwithin the package
because of the following supermarkets restrictions
There is no display of the products on the shelf in package itself
Reducing the cost of shelf space has not been achieved because the product within the
package cannot be set on the shelf. If the positioner communicated with the
supermarket store manager they would know about the restrictions. This type of
problem can be avoided due to more space to set the products in the aisle that will
identify brand recognition.
The results of the silent observation have unveiled some failings in the supermarkets
themselves.
It is obvious that people from time to time do not obey the rules and leave the package
on the shelf.
Another problem formanufacturerwill arise soon: the package will need to be
redesigned as the units lean upward as some are taken out ( see Appendix 2).
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Recommendation
To accomplish the strategic tactics ofproduct positioning as a package sells the product in
thesemarket boundaries it is important to follow some recommendations that have come out
from this research:
Follow the design trend of the new packages
Be up-to-date on the supermarket and outlet policies
As the questionnaire results show at the moment concentrate on the package-product
positioning in the aisles because everything else is against the supermarket policies
Redesigning, the package as the units lean upward as some are taken out
22
Appendix 1
Implementation of chosen approach
Data Collection on the personal interviewing
Answers by participant:
BILLAWEST (supermarket):
1 . How do you find the package more convenient?
Easy to handle, easy to open, not to heavy.
2. Why do you find the package inconvenient?
N/A
3. Why do you like the package shape?
Nice. Easy to handle. There are no sharp edges. Good material quality.
4. Ifyou don't like the package shape specify why?
N/A
5. Give me some good package examples?
Chocolate brand nameMilka. Vanilla sugar.
6. Compare the package with the brand name Milka?
The package is lighter, more colourful.
7. Do you find the package easy to open?
Yes.
8. Why do you find it easy to open?
Instructions are easy to read.
9. Do you need to read instructions to open the package?
First time we had to read them.
10. Why do you read the instructions?
The drawing is well explained.
1 1 . Do you find instructions easy to understand?
Very easy.
12. Is the package material adequate? (mechanical damages protection, moisture penetration)
The package material is great. Easy to tear off. There are no sharp edges. There is no
need for scissors or knives. It protects the products against inadequate handling (there is
no broken products), there is no problem with the moisture penetration.
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13. What are the reasons for positioning chocolates without their package?
The company policy doesn't allow to position larger (from 80g onward) chocolates with
the package on the shelf. Chocolates with a package can be displayed in the aisle
between the shelves.
14. What do you think about other brands and their packaging?
They are nice and colourful, especially chocolateMilka brand name.
15. Do you refill the package with some other products?
Company policy does not allow this.
16. Is the package suitable, appropriate for the shelf?
Yes, it doesn't take more space than chocolates because the package walls are very thin.
17. Is the package position in a visible area for consumers?
Only if the packages are put outside the shelf.
18. Do you find selling the products in the packages more profitable because this attracts the
consumers more?
Yes, there are more and more imported products, which are coming in colourful
packages. Colours are bright and irresistible for the customers.
19. What are the differences in product positioning within the package or standing alone?
It is better to leave the products in the original package because it is easy to stock the
shelf , everything is in quite order and it's easy to refill it. But since the company policy
forbids putting packages on the shelf, the chocolates have to be taken out.
20. Have you been trained or told how to position the package?
No, nobody trained us, we have learned by ourselves how to position the chocolates.
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Answers by participant:
BILLA EAST (supermarket):
1. How do you find the package more convenient?
It's easy to handle. There are no more big, heavy corrugated boxes.
2. Why do you find the package inconvenient?
N/A
3. Why do you like the package shape?
It's easy to handle. Very colourful. It's very light.
4. Ifyou don't like the package shape specify why?
N/A
5. Give me some good package examples?
I find all new incoming packages better than the old one because new packaging
production lines can fill small boxes that are easier to handle.
6. Compare the package with the brand name Milka?
The material is lighter and more colourful.
7. Do you find the package easy to open?
I always use a knife.
8. Why do you find it easy to open?
I don't read the instruction.
9. Do you need to read instructions to open the package?
I rarely read the instruction.
10. Why do you read the instructions?
I haven't paid attention.
1 1 . Do you find instructions easy to understand?
Yes, I guess.
12. Is the package material adequate? (mechanical damages protection, moisture penetration)
Yes, although it is very light there is no problem with any kind ofmechanical damages,
because the pallet is fully filled and has stretched foil over it to protect the products.
13. What are the reasons for positioning chocolates without their package?
To introduce the product, to attract to the product.
14. What do you think about other brands and their packaging?
They are fine.
15. Do you refill the package with some other products?
Only, if there are products that have to be filled in.
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16. Is the package suitable, appropriate for the shelf?
This package doesn't go on the shelf.
17. Is the package position in a visible area for consumers?
Only those products that have to be placed in the aisles.
18. Do you find selling the products in the packages more profitable because this attracts the
consumers more?
Maybe, we haven't done any analysis yet, but if the suppliers insist on positioning
products in aisles then we leave the products in the packages.
19. What are the differences in product positioning within the package or standing alone?
From personal point of view it's easier for staff to leave the products within the package
because they save time placing the products on the shelf.
20. Have you been trained or told how to position the package?
No, nobody taught us anything.
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Answers by participant:
MERCATONE (supermarket):
N/A
Explanation: The answers couldn't be obtained because the chocolate was not displayed on
the shelf, as the result of no introduction by Kras's sales force yet.
Mercatone is open in June, 2000.
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Answers by participant:
GETRO WEST (outlet):
1. How do you find the package more convenient?
Easy to open. Easy to handle.
2. Why do you find the package inconvenient?
We needed to figure out how to open the package.
3. Why do you like the package shape?
It's not too big. It's not too heavy to carry it. It fits on the shelf.
4. Ifyou don't like the package shape specify why?
N/A
5. Give me some good package examples?
Milka packages,Mars chocolate bar...
6. Compare the package with the brand name Milka?
I like them both. The opening systems are similar.
7. Do you find the package easy to open?
Yes.
8. Why do you find it easy to open?
Drawing is clear. The package perforation is very good. There is no problem tearing it
off.
9. Do you need to read instructions to open the package?
First time I had to do it.
10. Why do you read the instructions?
To be able to learn how to open the package.
1 1 . Do you find instructions easy to understand?
Itwasn't a big problem sincewe did it the sameway as with theMilka brand name.
12. Is the package material adequate? (mechanical damages protection, moisture penetration)
Yes. There aren't any broken packages so far.
13. What are the reasons for positioning chocolates without their package?
The products are colourful. The wrapping paper also sells the product.
14. What do you think about other brands and their packaging?
They are OK.
15. Do you refill the package with some other products?
Sometimes.
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16. Is the package suitable, appropriate for the shelf?
We shouldn't be putting the packages on the shelf (it's company policy), but since there
is enough shelf space, very often we put the packages behind the products.
17. Is the package position in a visible area for consumers?
If the suppliers or manufacturers insist on placing the packages outside the shelf (of
course they are paying it ), then we put the palletwith all packages on itwithout
opening.
18. Do you find selling the products in the packages more profitable because this attracts the
consumers more?
Yes. I do. When the customer sees the beautiful package exposed in aisle they make their
decision quick then when it sits on the shelf as the open product only.
19. What are the differences in product positioning within the package or standing alone?
The packages are nicer and sell the products faster.
20. Have you been trained or told how to position the package?
No. Not at all.
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Answers by participant:
GETRO EAST (outlet):
1 . How do you find the package more convenient?
Compared to the old packaging the new ones are great. Easy to handle. Very light.
2. Why do you find the package inconvenient?
N/A
3. Why do you like the package shape?
No sharp edges. Easy to carry. Package material is soft. Hands don't get dry.
4. Ifyou don't like the package shape specify why?
N/A
5. Give me some good package examples?
Milka chocolate brand name, lollipops.
6. Compare the package with the brand name Milka?
The packages are very similar, as far as tearing off, and colouring
7. Do you find the package easy to open?
Yes, it's easy to open.
8. Why do you find it easy to open?
Perforation is well done.
9. Do you need to read instructions to open the package?
First time I had to do it. Then I explained it to my colleagues.
10. Why do you read the instructions?
I have to be up to date with every new product, package material, etc. because I'm
suggesting product positioning, shelf space availability etc.
1 1 . Do you find instructions easy to understand?
Yes.
12. Is the package material adequate? (mechanical damages protection, moisture penetration)
We didn't have any broken packages, as the quality of the stretch foil is very good.
13. What are the reasons for positioning chocolates without their package?
This is company policy.
14. What do you think about other brands and their packaging?
They are fine. These days, the new approach is more frequently used because there are
more and more well designed primary packages versus the old days when we received
corrugated boxes only.
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15. Do you refill the package with some other products?
No.
16. Is the package suitable, appropriate for the shelf?
Yes, butwe are not permitted to put the packagewith the products on the shelf, only in
the aisles. Those packages we are not tearing off. Usually, the entire package is taken.
17. Is the package position in a visible area for consumers?
Since we put them in the aisle you can't miss them.
18. Do you find selling the products in the packages more profitable because this attracts the
consumers more?
Yes.
19. What are the differences in product positioning within the package or standing alone?
From our staffs point ofview it saves our time not taking the products out and putting
them on shelf butwe must to obey the rules.
20. Have you been trained or told how to position the package?
No, not at all.
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Appendix 2
The package redesign
The problem, which will shortly become very obvious is that the package looses its
essence as the product sells because the units lean upward as some are taken out.
With the following suggestions the functionality of the package will be totally satisfied
with minimal additional cost.
One solution, which will help to avoid stated problems, is to put a film in side the package
walls as below:
First solution:
Figure 5: Inserting a film in side to hold the units
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Second Solution:
Inserting a film at the bottom of the package.
Figure 6: Inserting a film at the bottom to hold the
chocolates
33
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